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ABSTRACT

Context. The dependence of the luminosity function (LF) of cluster galaxies on the evolutionary state of the parent cluster is still an
open question, in particular concerning the formation/evolution of the brightest cluster galaxies.
Aims. We study the bright part of the LFs of a sample of very unrelaxed clusters (“DARC” clusters showing evidence of major, recent
mergers) and compare them to a reference sample of relaxed clusters that span a comparable mass and redshift range.
Methods. Our analysis is based on the SDSS DR7 photometric data of ten massive and X-ray luminous clusters (0.2  z  0.3),
always considering physical radii (R200 or its fractions). We considered r band LFs and used the color-magnitude diagrams (r − i , r )
to clean our samples to consider red and blue galaxies separately.
Results. We find that DARC and relaxed clusters give similar LF parameters and blue fractions. The two samples diﬀer in their
content of bright galaxies BGs, Mr < −22.5. Relaxed clusters have fewer BGs, in particular when considering the outer cluster region
0.5R200 < R < R200 (by a factor two). However, the cumulative light in BGs is similar for relaxed and DARC samples.
Conclusions. We conclude that BGs grow in luminosity and decrease in number as the parent clusters grow hierarchically, which
agrees with a BG formation by merging with other luminous galaxies.
Key words. galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: luminosity function, mass function – cosmology: observations

1. Introduction
The study of the formation and evolution of galaxies is a fundamental avenue of research in the process of understanding astrophysical and cosmological questions. The galaxy luminosity
function (LF) – the number of galaxies per unit volume in the
luminosity interval L and L + dL – is one of the most direct observational tests of theories of galaxy formation and evolution.
Clusters of galaxies are ideal systems within which to measure the galaxy LF for many galaxies at the same distance. On
the other hand, clusters represent an extreme environment for
galaxy evolution, either in situ or through the accretion of galaxies within groups that are situated in the filamentary structure of
the hierarchical Universe (e.g., Poggianti et al. 2005).
While introducing the modern form of the LF, the so-called
“Schechter function”, Schechter (1976) suggested that the cluster LF is universal in shape (with a turnover at MB∗ = −20.6 +
5log h50 and a faint-end slope of α = −1.25). Much progress
has been made since then in looking for possible observational
signatures of a non-universality of the cluster LF. That different morphological types are characterized by diﬀerent LFs
(Binggeli et al. 1988), and the well-known morphological segregation respect the local density and thus the clustercentric radius
(Dressler 1978; Whitmore 1991) makes the study of the cluster LF more complex. In this context, several studies of LF are
concerned with the possible variation of the cluster LF with the
local projected galaxy density and/or cluster-centric radius. In

particular, there are claims for a radius-dependent steepening of
the galaxy LF at faint magnitudes, likely caused by red galaxies
(e.g., de Propris 1995; Driver et al. 1998; Popesso et al. 2006;
Barkhouse et al. 2007). However, the few cases of LFs based on
deep spectroscopy exhibit shallower slopes (e.g., Rines & Geller
2008, and references therein), suggesting that the field contamination might be the cause of the observed steep LFs based on
photometry only. Therefore, the question is still far from a definitive conclusion.
Another question concerns the possible dependence of the
LF on global cluster properties. Some studies investigated a few
well-studied clusters and/or cluster complexes (e.g., Abell 209 in
Mercurio et al. 1996; Coma vs. Abell 1367 in Iglesias-Páramo
et al. 2003) while other studies used a broad statistical base.
In particular, there are indications in favor of correlations between the LF parameters and the cluster mass or its proxies
(e.g., richness, luminosity, galaxy velocity dispersion). For instance, Valotto et al. (1997) find that poorer clusters have a flatter LF. But, when the LF is properly calculated within the cluster physical sizes, given by R200 or R500 , the correlation between
the dwarf-to-giant ratio and X-ray (or optical) luminosity disappears (cf. Popesso et al. 2006 with Popesso et al. 2004). This
suggests that the radial behavior of the LF should be taken into
account to obtain unbiased conclusions. However, even when
considering an appropriate cluster physical size, the conclusions
are not all consistent. For example, Hilton et al. (2005) found
that clusters with lower X-ray luminosity have a brighter M ∗ ,
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but Barkhouse et al. (2007) found no correlation. Recent studies also attempted to analyze more distant clusters, but again
without conclusive results (Gilbank et al. 2008; Rudninick et al.
2009, and discussion therein).
Possible correlations with the presence/absence of a cD
galaxy or with the Bautz-Morgan type (the BM-type classification based on the brightest cluster galaxies, BCGs, Bautz &
Morgan 1970), are, maybe, also more interesting for their direct
connection with the cluster evolutionary state. Indeed, BCGs or
cD galaxies are expected to be created i) via the merger of giant
galaxies in an early phase during the cluster collapse (Merritt
1984), or ii) in a following phase caused by the dynamical friction acting on late-comer galaxies (e.g., Ostriker & Tremaine
1975), or iii) via the disruption and cannibalization of many
faint galaxies in the cluster cores (López-Cruz et al. 1997). The
first two mechanisms might reduce the number of bright galaxies, thus shifting M ∗ to a fainter value and, indeed, Barkhouse
et al. (2007) found a weak correlation with the BM-type (but see
de Propris et al. 2003, for no correlation). Another consequence
can be the increment of the gap between the first and the second
brightest galaxies in each cluster and, indeed, this magnitude gap
is shown to be wider in clusters without substructure and more
narrow in clusters with substructure (Ramella et al. 2007).
López-Cruz et al. (1997) found for the second mechanism
that seven rich, massive cD clusters with symmetric X-ray morphology show a flat faint-end slope while a steeper faint-end
slope is detected in poorer clusters but also in a rich binary cluster such as the Coma cluster. Somewhat in agreement, Driver
et al. (1998) found that the dwarf-to-giant ratio increases with
larger BM-types (i.e., likely less evolved clusters). In this context, Valotto et al. (2004) pointed out the importance of the projection eﬀects in determining the faint-end slope. Indeed, in the
large cluster sample analyzed by Valotto et al. it is the X-ray
selection and not the cluster domination by central galaxies that
determines the flatness of the faint-end slope which suggests that
real, compact clusters are less aﬀected by the field contamination. However, although this bias could explain possible diﬀerences between rich and poor clusters, the reason for the diﬀerence between the seven cD relaxed clusters of López-Cruz et al.
(1997) and the Coma cluster is not yet clear.
The remarkable study of de Propris et al. (2003) analyzed
60 clusters searching for a possible dependence of the LF on the
dynamical status of the cluster and found that the LF is similar for clusters with and without substructure. Very few detailed
works are devoted to studying the LFs of subclumps in individual clusters to find possible evidence of cluster mergers (e.g.,
Durret et al. 2011).
As reported above, the bright end of the LF is particularly
interesting because there is a long debate on the BCG formation.
For instance, semianalytical models suggest that BCGs assemble
surprisingly late with the stars formed very early in many small
galaxies (e.g., 50% at z = 0.5, 80% at z = 0.3; see de Lucia &
Blaizot 2007). However, photometric and chemical observables
suggest that it is diﬃcult to explain giant elliptical by a pure
sequence of multiple minor dry mergers or via major dry mergers (e.g., Stott et al. 2010; Ascaso et al. 2011), and numerical
simulations are continuously improved to reproduce them better
(e.g., Ruszkowski & Springel 2009). Moreover, galaxy-galaxy
mergers are most eﬃcient within small halos with a low velocity
dispersion, and the merger of BCGs in clusters requires much
time (Dubinski 1998). However, the correlation between BCG
luminosity and parent cluster mass strongly suggest that BCGs
co-evolves with the cluster (Lin & Mohr 2004).
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In this context, we study the LFs of a sample of massive and
very unrelaxed clusters and compare them to a reference sample of relaxed clusters that span a comparable mass and redshift
range.
Spectroscopic data for unrelaxed clusters were acquired at
the TNG in a long term project (DARC – Dynamical Analysis
of Radio Clusters1 – e.g., Girardi et al. 2007) to study clusters
exhibiting large, diﬀuse radio sources, i.e. radio halos and relics.
These radio sources are rare phenomena and are caused by the
synchrotron radio emission of widespread relativistic particles
embedded in the cluster magnetic field (e.g., see Feretti et al.
2002, for a review). Cluster mergers have been proposed to provide the large amount of energy necessary for electron reacceleration to relativistic energies and for magnetic field amplification
(e.g., Tribble 1993; Ensslin et al. 1998; Brunetti et al. 2009) or
were thought to explain the time-dependence of the magnetic
fields in recent models based on secondary electrons (Keshet &
Loeb 2010; Keshet 2011). Indeed, from the observational point
of view, there is growing evidence of the connection between
diﬀuse radio emission and cluster merging, given that up to now
diﬀuse radio sources have been detected only in merging systems. In most past studies the cluster dynamical state was derived from X-ray observations (see Buote 2002; Feretti 2006,
2008; Cassano et al. 2010). Our analyses, which are based on
optical data and the kinematics of member galaxies, also detect strong subclustering and find evidence of cluster mergers.
Accordingly, clusters with radio halos/relics are ideal cases for
studying the eﬀect of the cluster formation on the LF.
Here we analyze a subsample of five DARC clusters that we
analyzed in the past, which all have available photometry in the
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The DARC clusters form
our sample of unrelaxed clusters. For comparison, we analyzed
a sample of relaxed clusters of comparable mass and redshift.
Considering the magnitude limit of SDSS photometry, the typical redshift of the samples, z ∼ 0.25, limits our study to the
bright part of the LF. We plan to extend this study to fainter
magnitudes in the near future.
Unless otherwise stated, we give errors at the 68% confidence level (hereafter c.l.).
Throughout this paper, we use H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 in a
flat cosmology with Ω0 = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. We define h70 =
H0 /(70 km s−1 Mpc−1 ).

2. Cluster sample
Among the DARC clusters of which we have already analyzed
the internal dynamics using a large number of member galaxies, five clusters (with 62-113 spectroscopic member galaxies)
have also available photometry in the SDSS (Data Release 7):
Abell 697, Abell 773, Abell 959, Abell 1240, and Abell 2219,
hereafter A697, A773, A959, A1240, A2219 (see Table 1 for
the respective reference sources). Their redshifts span the range
z = 0.19−0.29 and they are characterized by high line-of-sight
galaxy (LOS) velocity dispersion σv , X-ray temperature T X , and
mass M (see Table 1). Evidence for their unrelaxed dynamical
state is reported in our previous studies. In particular, they span
diﬀerent angles of view for the merging axis. For instance, the
cluster merger occurred mainly in the plane of the sky in A1240
and mainly along the LOS in A773.
For comparison, we select a few well-known examples of
very relaxed clusters from the literature spanning a similar z
1
Other information is given on the web site http://adlibitum.
oat.ts.astro.it/girardi/darc
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range (0.2  z  0.3), characterized by high T X , and sampled by
SDSS. From the relaxed clusters listed by Allen et al. (2004) we
selected2 Abell 383, Abell 963, and Abell 1835 (hereafter A383,
A963, A1835). These clusters are all classified as cool-core clusters according to Baldi et al. (2007). This agrees with the observations that suggest that cool cores are destroyed by cluster
mergers and cool-core clusters are in the final phase of cluster
relaxation (see e.g., Allen et al. 2001; Buote 2002; Sanderson
et al. 2006). Among the cool-core clusters listed by Baldi et al.
(2007) we considered another two cool-core clusters to complete
our comparison sample: Abell 2261 (hereafter A2261) and ZwCl
1021.0+0426 (hereafter and better known as ZwCl3146).
To avoid the inherent bias that has plagued numerous studies
(see the section above), the cluster LFs will be compared based
on scaling relative to the dynamical radius, R200 . As an estimate
of R200 , we used Rvir as defined by Girardi & Mezzetti (2001),
Eq. (1) with the scaling of H(z),
R200 = 0.17 × σv /(km s−1 )/H(z) h−1
70 Mpc,

(1)

where σv is the LOS velocity dispersion. The same result was
obtained by Carlberg et al. (1997, see their Eq. (8) for R200 )
using a diﬀerent, more theoretical, approach. Biviano et al.
(2006) obtained a 10% lower estimate of R200 , Rv = 0.15 ×
σv /(km s−1 )/H(z) h−1
70 Mpc on the base of N-body simulations. We also considered internal and external regions, i.e.
R < 0.5R200 and 0.5R200 < R < R200 , respectively. The centers
for relaxed clusters are taken from X-ray studies, while those for
DARC clusters are those used in our previous papers. Owing to
the unrelaxed state of DARC clusters, the choice of the cluster
center is not obvious since gas and galaxy spatial distributions
are generally diﬀerent. For A697, A773 and A2219 clusters we
used the position of the brightest dominant galaxy, very close
to the X-ray centroid (or X-ray main peak), while for A959 and
A1240 we used the X-ray centroid. However, in these two cases,
the X-ray centroid is located in between the two brightest dominant galaxies. A radius of 0.5R200 is suﬃcient to contain the
cores of galaxy subclusters, the most critical case being the bimodal cluster A1240, which is strongly elongated in the plane of
the sky.
One can use the measured global value of the velocity dispersion, σv,tot , to estimate the mass, M200 , in a relaxed cluster
within R200 . The estimation of mass is based on the virial theorem and we specifically follow the prescriptions of Girardi et al.
(1998; see also Girardi & Mezzetti 2001). We refer the reader to
the original papers for the details, but, in practice, one can use
15
M200 = A × [σv /(103 km s)]3 × h−1
70 10 M ,

(2)

where A ∼ 1.4 (here median A = 1.416). Thus both our estimates
of R200 and M200 depend on the estimate of the observable value
of σv . However, they are not mutually consistent according to
the definition M200 = 200 × ρcrit × 4/3 × π × R3200 , where ρcrit is
the critical density of the Universe at the cluster redshift. Rather,
according to the definition, they correspond to R194 and M194 .
We estimate σv from the observed T X for the relaxed clusters
assuming the equipartition of energy density between ICM and
galaxies, i.e. βspec = 1, where βspec = σ2V /(kT/μmp ) with μ =
0.58 the mean molecular weight and mp the proton mass. This
assumption is particularly appropriate for massive clusters (e.g.,
Girardi et al. 1996, 1998). R200 and M200 are thus recovered with
the above equations.
2
Note that we excluded Abell 611 because of its unrelaxed appearance
in the SDSS image.

For each relaxed cluster, Table 2 lists the main properties:
the cluster center (Col. 2); the cluster redshift, z (Col. 3); the
X-ray temperature, T X (Col. 4); the estimated value of σv from
T X (Col. 5); the values of R200 and M200 (Cols. 6 and 7); useful
references (Col. 8).
We adopt a more complex procedure for the DARC clusters. During a cluster merger, the global value of velocity dispersion, σv,tot , might strongly vary and be only a very poor indicator of the real cluster potential (e.g., Pinkney et al. 1996), and
the same problem could aﬄict T X (e.g., Ricker & Sarazin 2001;
Mastropietro & Burkert 2008). As discussed in our papers for
the five DARC clusters, we have detected the main subclusters
and obtained an estimate of their individual velocity dispersion,
σv,subs . Therefore, an alternative, likely more reliable value of
the mass M200 of the cluster can then be obtained by adding the
masses of all subclusters. Then, inverting the above scaling relation Eq. (2), we obtained a value of the velocity dispersion, σv ,
which should be a better indicator of the potential. The use of
Eq. (1) leads to the estimate of R200 .
For each DARC cluster, Table 1 lists the main properties: the
cluster center (Col. 2); the cluster redshift, z (Col. 3); the X-ray
temperature, T X (Col. 4); the global observed value of velocity
dispersion, σv,obs (Col. 5); the (rounded) values of velocity dispersions for subclusters σv,subs (Col. 6); the estimated value of
mass from the addition of subclusters, M200 (Col. 7); the corresponding values of σv and R200 (Cols. 8 and 9). The values of the
cluster center, z, T X , σv,tot , and σv,subs can be obtained from the
listed references. In particular, the notes list the source for the
values of σv,subs , here rounded. Other values are homogeneously
computed in this study.

3. Magnitude data and background contamination
The magnitude data (r , i ) are taken from SDSS (Data Release
7). We retrieved model mag values. For each cluster, we created
a galaxy “cluster galaxy sample” by selecting the galaxies in
an area centered on the cluster center listed in Tables 2 and 1
and within the respective radius R200 . We verified that the whole
cluster area is covered by SDSS data by visual inspection.
For each cluster, we also considered a galaxy sample selected
in one square degree field at 1.5 degree toward the west of each
cluster and obtained ten individual field samples. Together these
samples, for a total area of ten square degrees, forms the “field
galaxy sample” and are used to estimate the field galaxy contamination. Figure 1 shows the field counts for r and i magnitudes,
and the logarithmic function fit. This fit represents the countmagnitude relation expected for a homogeneous galaxy distribution in a universe with Euclidean geometry. We obtain the relations log(Nr ) = 0.455(±0.043)r − (6.17 ± 0.59) 0.5 mag−1 deg−2
for 15 < r < 22 and log(Ni ) = 0.451(±0.046)i − (5.70 ±
0.58) 0.5 mag−1 deg−2 for 15 < i < 21.5. We used these fits
with two purposes: i) to estimate the completeness of our sample; ii) to subtract field galaxy contamination in each cluster.
The completeness magnitude can be derived through comparison with the logarithmic fits. We estimate the photometric
sample be complete if the magnitude counts are lower than 5%
of the fit. Therefore, we consider the r - and i -band photometry complete down to r = 22.4 and i = 21.4, respectively. We
find that these values agree very well with those reported by the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey DR7 (see http://www.sdss.org/
dr7/).
Two diﬀerent approaches to the statistical subtraction of the
galaxy foreground/background are discussed in the literature:
several studies have examined the eﬀect on the derived cluster
A90, page 3 of 10
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Table 1. Unrelaxed clusters (DARC sample).
Name

α, δ (J2000)

z

TX
keV

σv,tot
km s−1

σv,subs
( km s−1 )

M200
1015 M

σv
( km s−1 )

R200
Mpc

A697a

08 42 57.55, +36 21 59.9

0.2815

10.2

1334+114
−95

200, 600, 400

0.40

660

1.39

1394+84
−68
1170+83
−73
870+91
−79
1438+109
−86

950, 500

1.39

994

2.16

b

09 17 53.26, +51 43 36.5

0.2197

7.8

c

A959

10 17 35.04, +59 33 27.7

0.2883

7.0

A1240d

11 23 37.60, +43 05 51.0

0.1948

6.0

e

16 40 19.87, +46 42 41.3

0.2254

10.3

A773

A2219

600, 700

0.76

824

1.73

700, 1000

1.93

1103

2.43

1000

1.41

1000

2.17

Notes. (a) Ref.: Girardi et al. (2006); σv,subs from KMM4g1-2-4 in Table 4. (b) Ref.: Barrena et al. (2007); σv,subs from the main and secondary
subclusters in Sect. 5. (c) Ref.: Boschin et al. (2008); σv,subs from the averages of KMM1 and V1, and of KMM2 and V2 in Table 2. Here we do not
consider the subclump V3(=KMM3=DS-NE) also detected in X-ray, which is likely in a premerging phase and not responsible for the ongoing
merger. (d) Ref.: Barrena et al. (2009); σv,subs from A1240N and A1240S in Table 2. (e) Ref.: Boschin et al. (2004); σv,subs from NW in Table 2.
The separation of suclumps is not obvious. Here, since the primary subclump lies to the SE of the cluster center (see also the more recent paper
Million & Allen 2009), we consider the value of σv of NW sector, where the main cluster is likely free of the subclump.
Table 2. Relaxed cluster (comparison sample).
Name
A383
A963
A1835
A2261
ZwCl3146

α, δ (J2000)

z

02 48 03.50, −03 31 45.0
10 17 01.20, +39 01 44.4
14 01 02.40, +02 52 55.2
17 22 27.60, +32 07 57.2
10 23 39.60, +04 11 24.0

0.188
0.206
0.252
0.224
0.291

TX
keV
3.9
6.0
8.1
7.2
8.6

σv
( km s−1 )
802
995
1156
1090
1191

R200
Mpc
1.78
2.18
2.47
2.36
2.49

M200
1015 M
0.74
1.41
2.15
1.83
2.31

Refs.a
Allen et al. (2004), Maughan et al. (2008)
Allen et al. (2004), Baldi et al. (2007)
Allen et al. (2004), Baldi et al. (2007)
Baldi et al. (2007), Maughan et al. (2008)
Baldi et al. (2007), Baldi et al. (2007)

Notes. (a) References for z and T X are listed in the first and second position, respectively. Cluster centers are taken from Ebeling et al. (1996) or
Ebeling et al. (1998).
Table 3. Color–magnitude relations (CMR) r − i vs. r linear fits
(aż + b): red sequences.

Fig. 1. Values of r - and i -band counts for the 10 square degrees considered as the field galaxy sample. The solid line indicates the logarithmic
function fit to the histograms. The dashed line indicates the completeness magnitudes.

LF using a global galaxy field correction versus one measured
locally for each cluster. For instance, Popesso et al. (2004) have
shown for a study of about 100 clusters based on SDSS data
that there is no significant diﬀerence in the measured cluster LF
parameters using either a global or local field subtraction technique. Here we consider the global field correction, subtracting
the field counts derived from the logarithmic fits to the cluster
counts. Note that the field counts are treated in a diﬀerent and
appropriate way for each cluster before the subtraction.
The magnitudes of each cluster were corrected for the galactic absorption using the Schlegel, Finkbeiner and Davis Galactic
reddening maps (Schlegel et al. 1998), derived from IRAS and
COBE/DIRBE data.
The possible contamination of distant clusters projected onto
the field-of-view of the target cluster can prove to be problematic
in the derivation of the LF, in particular at the faint-end. One can
A90, page 4 of 10

Name
A697
A773
A959
A1240
A2219
A383
A963
A1835
A2261
ZwCl3146

(a, δa)
–0.0107, 0.014
–0.0213, 0.007
–0.0310, 0.006
–0.0110, 0.020
–0.0086, 0.007
–0.0160, 0.001
–0.0422, 0.007
–0.0004, 0.011
–0.0091, 0.015
–0.0220, 0.003

(b, δb)
0.744, 0.041
0.861, 0.037
1.126, 0.037
0.666, 0.037
0.668, 0.062
0.763, 0.047
1.216, 0.042
0.501, 0.031
0.653, 0.048
1.020, 0.050

use that the spectroscopic studies show that there are essentially
no cluster galaxies significantly redward of the red sequence
(e.g. Rines & Geller 2008). We minimized the contamination
of background clusters using the r − i vs. r colour–magnitude
relation, which has proved to be the most useful for target clusters at 0.2 < z < 0.4 (Lu et al. 2009, their Fig. 6 and Sect. 3.4.1).
For each cluster, we fitted the red sequence (RS) r − i vs. r
for galaxies. We rejected galaxies that are 0.15 mag redward
of the RS (i.e.  3 times the average dispersion of the cluster
RS). Figure 2 shows an example for the RS of A383. After this
background correction, the clusters appear more contrasted with
respect to the surrounding field (see Fig. 3 for A383).
Table 3 lists, for each cluster, the slope a and the intercept
b and standard deviations of the RS r − i vs. r obtained with
a linear fit within 0.5 h−1
70 Mpc from the center and for galaxies
with r < 20.2 (Cols. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 2. Color–magnitude diagram r − i vs. r considering galaxies
within 0.5 h−1
70 Mpc from the center of Abell 383. The RS (red solid
line) is fitted using galaxies with r < 20.2. Galaxies with r − i >
RS+0.15 (on the dashed line) are considered background galaxies and
were rejected from the analysis.

Fig. 4. RS parameters vs. redshift: the (r − i ) vs. r slope (upper panel)
and (r − i ) color at r = 17 (lower panel). Black symbols indicate
DARC clusters and red symbols indicate relaxed clusters. The solid line
in the upper panel shows the mean value for all ten clusters. The solid
line in the lower panel shows the linear fit. The dashed lines show onesigma uncertainties of the linear fit.

For each cluster, we transformed the galaxy apparent into
absolute magnitudes by applying the relation
Mr = r − 2.5 − 5log(DL /1 Mpc) − K(z) + E(z),

Fig. 3. Galaxies with r − i < RS+0.15 in the region of A383. The red
circle indicates R200 for this cluster.

Figure 4 shows the RS parameters vs. cluster redshift. There
is no correlation with z in the observed range for the RS slope
and we estimate a mean value of a = −0.017 ± 0.008. For
the r − i colors at r = 17 computed from the RS fits, there
is no diﬀerence in the behavior of DARC and relaxed clusters: we only observe a marginally higher value for the most
distant cluster A697, A959 and ZwCl3146, which is consistent
with the k-correction eﬀect on early-type galaxies in the central
core of clusters (see Fukugita et al. 1995, Tables 3, 6, 7 and 8).
Assuming a linear variation of the color with the redshift, we
obtain the relation (r − i )r =17 = 1.24 ∗ z + 0.23, with a global
dispersion in color of ±0.02.

(3)

where r is the apparent magnitude (already corrected for the
Galactic absorption, see above), DL is the luminosity distance;
K(z) is the K-correction and E(z) is the evolutionary correction. K(z) and E(z) corrections were applied using a single
parametrization based on early-type galaxies, which are dominant in the cluster galaxy population. For K(z), we used the correction obtained from Table 2, Col. 3 in Roche et al. (2009). For
the evolutionary correction, we used E(z) = 0.86z (Roche et al.
2009). Given that the completeness of the photometric sample
is r = 22.4 (Fig. 1) and the most distant cluster of our catalogs
is at z = 0.29, we expect that the LFs we obtain in the present
study are all reliable for an absolute magnitude Mr < −18.6.
Before the field subtraction in the construction of the LF
(see below), the field galaxies of each cluster were treated in
the same way as the respective cluster galaxies, i.e. we applied
the same correction for the Galactic absorption, the same rejection of very red galaxies and the same transformation in absolute
magnitudes.

4. Galaxy populations in DARC and relaxed clusters
4.1. Individual luminosity functions

Figure 5 shows the individual LFs for DARC and relaxed clusters within R200 , where the galaxy counts are computed as
Ni = Nnet,i /Nnet,<−20 . Nnet,i are the net counts, i.e. Nnet,i =
Ncluster,i − Nfield,i where the field counts are conveniently normalized to the cluster area. Nnet,<−20 is the number of net counts for
A90, page 5 of 10
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Table 5. Mr values obtained from the Schechter fit when fixing α =
−1.00 for the LF.

Fig. 5. LFs for DARC clusters (right panel) and relaxed clusters (left
panel) as computed within R200 . Error bars are only plotted in the A1240
and A383 LFs for the sake of clarity.
Table 4. Mr and α values obtained from Schechter fits for the LF.

Name
A697
A773
A959
A1240
A2219
A383
A963
A1835
A2261
ZwCl3146

R < R200
Mr , ΔMr
α, Δα
–21.19, 0.30 –0.96, 0.20
–21.84, 0.26 –1.01, 0.13
–21.60, 0.62 –0.96, 0.39
–22.31, 0.36 –1.28, 0.12
–21.74, 0.28 –1.09, 0.15
–21.89, 0.25 –1.30, 0.17
–21.31, 0.28 –0.83, 0.19
–21.78, 0.21 –1.02, 0.15
–21.56, 0.22 –0.88, 0.16
–21.36, 0.26 –0.97, 0.24

R < R200
Mr , ΔMr
–21.30, 0.12
–21.85, 0.11
–21.83, 0.16
–21.65, 0.17
–21.57, 0.12
–21.51, 0.14
–21.54, 0.12
–21.75, 0.09
–21.72, 0.09
–21.53, 0.13

R < 0.5R200
Mr , ΔMr
–21.19, 0.79
–22.15, 0.12
–22.25, 0.19
–21.69, 0.18
–21.81, 0.31
–21.65, 0.21
–21.70, 0.13
–21.95, 0.14
–21.59, 0.11
–21.33, 0.08

R < 0.5R200
Mr , ΔMr
α, Δα
–20.95, 0.16 –0.70, 0.21
–21.43, 0.24 –0.61, 0.18
–22.00, 0.94 –0.96, 0.46
–21.61, 0.37 –0.95, 0.20
–21.79, 0.08 –0.97, 0.08
–21.92, 0.27 –1.26, 0.21
–20.93, 0.22 –0.27, 0.25
–22.06, 0.33 –1.13, 0.18
–21.62, 0.25 –1.01, 0.19
–20.89, 0.23 –0.51, 0.29

Mr < −20 that represents the “richness”, which is used here to
normalize. The error bars in Fig. 5 are the richness-normalized
σi = (Ni + Nb,i + rms2f )1/2 , where the first two terms take into account the Poissonian errors of the cluster and background field
samples, and the third term measures the field-to-field variation
per bin in the background field counts (i.e., the cosmic variance
obtained using the ten individual field samples). In order to see
possible variations with the radius, we also computed the LFs
within 0.5 R200 and R200 .
Each LF was fitted to a Schechter function (see Schechter
1976) using the “minuit” procedure (CERN Libraries) to minimize the three values, φ (richness), α (slope) and M ∗ of the
Schechter profile. We do not discuss the φ parameter since here
the counts are already normalized by the “richness” Nnet,<−20 for
each cluster. Table 4 shows the M ∗ and α values obtained for
each cluster, fitting Schechter functions within R200 and 0.5R200 .
Figure 6 shows α vs. M ∗ values estimated for each cluster within R200 : evidently there is no diﬀerence between DARC
and relaxed clusters. We obtain the same result for LFs within
0.5R200 and when comparing R200 and 0.5R200 results.
∗
=
For the DARC sample we obtain a mean value of MDARC
−21.73 ± 0.16 and −21.57 ± 0.16, considering galaxies within
R200 and 0.5R200 , respectively. On the other hand, for the relaxed
∗
= −21.58 ± 0.11 and −21.48 ± 0.12.
clusters, we derive Mrel
For the slope parameter, we estimate αDARC = −1.06 ± 0.09 and
−0.84 ± 0.10 within R200 and 0.5R200 , respectively. For the relaxed clusters, we obtain αrel = −1.00 ± 0.12 and −0.84 ± 0.10.
Owing to the correlated nature of α and M  parameters in the fitting procedure, which likely leads to the apparent correlation in
Fig. 6, we prefered to compare individual clusters by fixing one
parameter and repeating the fit. When fixing α = −1.00 for the
slope parameter for all individual clusters, we found no longer
any diﬀerence (see Table 5). In particular, when fixing the slope,
∗
∗
we obtain MDARC
= −21.64 ± 0.06 and Mrel
= −21.61 ± 0.05
A90, page 6 of 10

Name
A697
A773
A959
A1240
A2219
A383
A963
A1835
A2261
ZwCl3146

Fig. 6. α vs. Mr derived from the Schechter LF fit. Black symbols indicate DARC clusters and red symbols indicate relaxed clusters.

∗
∗
within R < R200 and MDARC
= −21.82 ± 0.14 and Mrel
=
−21.64 ± 0.06 within R < 0.5R200 . From these results, we can
conclude that the global LF profile is similar for DARC and relaxed clusters, independently of the sampling radius.
The mean LF will be studied in the following subsection,
and we will detail possible diﬀerences considering blue and red
galaxy populations in the inner and external regions.

4.2. The composite luminosity functions

For both DARC and relaxed clusters we separately constructed
the composite LFs by combining them into a single “ensemble”
LF, to improve the rather poor number statistics for each individual LF. The composite LF was built by averaging, in absolute
magnitude bins, the richness-normalized net counts as obtained
above for each individual LF. We assumed the standard errors on
the average.
Figure 7 shows the composite LFs for DARC and relaxed
clusters within R200 and 0.5R200 . Table 6 summarizes the M ∗ and
α parameters obtained for the composite LFs. In agreement with
the above section, there is no evidence of diﬀerence between
DARC and relaxed samples and there is no dependence on the
sampling radius.
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Fig. 7. Composite LFs within R200 (left panel) and 0.5R200 (right panel).
Solid lines show the counts for DARC clusters and dashed lines show
the counts for the relaxed clusters. The red lines indicate the corresponding Schechter fits.
Table 6. M ∗ and α for the composite LFs.
R < R200
R < 0.5R200
Whole galaxy population
Sample
M ∗ , δM ∗
α, Δα
M ∗ , δM ∗
α, Δα
DARC –22.00, 0.41 –1.20, 0.17 –21.64, 0.35 –0.86, 0.27
Relaxed –21.63, 0.24 –1.03, 0.20 –21.74, 0.29 –0.99, 0.21
Red galaxies
DARC –21.62, 0.25 –0.76, 0.22 –21.23, 0.28 –0.47, 0.27
Relaxed –21.51, 0.28 –0.76, 0.23 –21.50, 0.36 –0.70, 0.30
Blue galaxies
DARC –22.55, 0.27 –2.03, 0.10 –22.98, 0.37 –1.79, 0.24
Relaxed –21.66, 0.52 –1.44, 0.46 –23.63, 0.53 –2.07, 0.23

Figure 7 shows the Schechter functions fit the counts for
galaxies with Mr > −22.5 reasonably well. We obtain3 χ2 =
0.45 for DARC clusters and 0.35 for relaxed clusters (both
within R200 ) and χ2 = 0.33 for DARC clusters and 0.27 for
relaxed clusters (both within 0.5R200 ). On the other hand, the
bright-end (Mr < −22.5) is not satisfactorily represented by
Schechter functions. In any case, we obtain χ2 values higher than
1.4. Therefore, the contribution of these bright galaxies (hereafter BGs) have to be analyzed separately (see Sect. 5).
4.3. Blue and red LFs

We also estimated the LF for red and blue galaxies within R200
and 0.5R200 . We selected red and blue galaxies from the RS (see
above). We assumed that red galaxies are those objects within
the RS, that have RS−0.15 < r − i < RS+0.15, while blue
galaxies were selected as r −i < RS−0.15. Results are presented
in Fig. 8 and summarized in Table 6.
When considering the whole galaxy population, no diﬀerences are found between DARC and relaxed clusters within R200
or inside the core of the clusters, within 0.5R200 . The diﬀerences
in M  and α are not significant and within 3σ errors (see Fig. 9).
The same is also true for the red galaxy population. We only note
a marginal diﬀerence in the LF parameters of blue galaxies, in
particular in the core of the clusters, inside 0.5R200 .
To check the significance of these diﬀerences, we fitted the
Schechter profiles to the composite LFs by fixing the slope parameter. Table 7 lists the results. Again, we confirm that there
are no diﬀerences between DARC and relaxed LFs. As above,
we only find small diﬀerences for the blue galaxy population
3
The χ2 statistic has been calculated considering three degrees of freedom: the normalization coeﬃcient, M  and the slope.

Fig. 8. Upper panels: LFs and Schechter fits for red and blue galaxies
computed within R200 . Lower panels: the same within 0.5R200 . Solid
lines indicate DARC clusters and dashed lines indicate relaxed clusters.

Fig. 9. Error contours at the 1 and 3σ c.l. for the best-fitting LF parameters considering the galaxy population within R < R200 (left panel) and
R < 0.5R200 (right panel). Black, red and blue lines show the composite LF for the whole galaxy sample, red and blue galaxies, respectively.
Solid lines indicate DARC clusters and dashed lines indicate relaxed
clusters.
Table 7. M ∗ for the composite LFs (at fixed α).
R < R200
R < 0.5R200
Whole galaxy population (α = −1.00)
Sample
M ∗ , δM ∗
M ∗ , δM ∗
DARC
–21.61, 0.07 –21.83, 0.06
Relaxed –21.59, 0.05 –21.75, 0.06
Red galaxies (α = −0.70)
DARC
–21.54, 0.07 –21.52, 0.05
Relaxed –21.44, 0.05 –21.48, 0.06
Blue galaxies (α = −2.00)
DARC
–22.74, 0.52 –23.18, 0.11
Relaxed –22.38, 0.11 –23.56, 0.06

within 0.5R200 . However, this diﬀerence should be taken with
care since the blue galaxy population is very poor in the internal
regions of the clusters, which limits the number of considered
counts.
4.4. Butcher-Oemler effect

The window opened by the redshift dependence of the galaxy
properties has been used to set constraints on the time-scales
of the processes of galaxy evolution (Butcher & Oemler 1978,
1984; Stanford et al. 1998). In this context, the observational
A90, page 7 of 10
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Fig. 10. Fraction of blue galaxies within 0.5R200 for DARC (black symbols) and relaxed clusters (red symbols). The solid line describes the
linear fit of this relation. The dashed lines show one-sigma uncertainties of the linear fit.

Fig. 11. Number of bright galaxies within R200 . Vertical dashed lines
separate DARC and relaxed cluster samples. Labels indicate individual
clusters. The red points represent the mean value computed for each
cluster sample separately.

evidence of the environmental eﬀect is still uncertain. To clarify whether merging processes in clusters can enhance the star
formation in the galaxy populations, we compare the fraction
of blue galaxies, fB , in DARC and relaxed clusters. To do this,
we quantify the Butcher-Oemler eﬀect (Butcher & Oemler 1978,
1984) in two homogeneous cluster samples with similar velocity
dispersions and masses.
The studies of Andreon et al. (2006) showed that the radial
dependence of the blue fraction is quite shallow, and it smoothly
and monotonically increases from the center of the cluster to the
field (see Fig. 10 in Andreon et al. 2006). However, the contamination contribution of field galaxies is lower in the inner regions.
For this reason, we estimate fB within 0.5R200 .
Figure 10 shows that fB increases toward high redshifts and
is at the 95% c.l. according to the Kendall statistics. A linear fit
gives fB (z) = 1.18(±0.07)z − 0.07(±0.06) (see also Sect. 7 for
more discussions). We find no significant diﬀerence between fB
of DARC and relaxed clusters.

Fig. 12. BG counts in the inner region, R < 0.5R200 (left panel) and in
the outer region, 0.5R200 < R < R200 (right panel). Symbols are the
same as in Fig. 11.

5. The bright end of the LF
Here we define as bright galaxies (BGs) those galaxies with
Mr < −22.5 and analyze whether DARC and relaxed clusters
diﬀer in their BGs, in counts or luminosity.
5.1. Counting BGs

Figure 11 shows the number of BGs for each cluster NBG =
˙
Nr <−22.5 /Nr <−20 N,
where Nr <−22.5 is the number of galaxies
brighter than Mr < −22.5 (normalized to the cluster richness,
see Sect. 4) and N = Nr <−20  is the mean richness as computed from all clusters. Here we multiply by the mean richness
to obtain more realistic BG counts. Error bars are assumed to be
the Poissonian errors. The figure shows that the BG counts are
higher in DARC clusters than in relaxed clusters. Considering
the cluster regions within R200 , the mean values for both samples
separately are NBG,DARC = 23.1 ± 3.1 and NBG,rel 12.0 ± 2.7 for
DARC and relaxed clusters. Therefore, DARC clusters contain a
factor two more BGs than relaxed clusters, and the diﬀerence is
significant at the 2.7σ c.l.
A90, page 8 of 10

We also studied the spatial distribution of BG galaxies. We
computed BG counts in two separate regions, R < 0.5R200 and
0.5R200 < R < R200 (see Fig. 12). For the inner cluster region,
R < 0.5R200 , we obtain NBG,DARC = 10.9 ± 2.7 and NBG,rel =
7.2 ± 2.4. For the outer cluster region, 0.5R200 < R < R200 , we
obtain NBG,DARC = 20.2 ± 2.5 and NBG,rel = 8.3 ± 2.1. This shows
that the diﬀerence in BG counts is restricted to the outer region,
where it is significant at 3.6σ c.l.
We correlated NBG with the redshift and the mass of the cluster. We do not observe any clear relation in either the NBG − z or
the NBG − M200 relations.
Our above results are based on photometric BG counts
appropriately corrected with the average field counts (see
Sect. 4.1). Owing to the poor number statistic of BGs in the
individual clusters, we also used another approach to check the
above results. We also resorted to the SDSS spectroscopic survey
since redshift data can provide the correct cluster membership.
Unfortunately, the SDSS survey is not spectroscopically complete. Indeed, within the cluster regions of our sample, SDSS
DR8 provides redshifts z for 60% of galaxies with Mr < −22.5.
Therefore, we cannot assess the cluster membership for all BGs.
Here we consider a mixed approach: we counted BGs in the photometric sample and then weighted these numbers on the base of
the spectroscopic information.
Table 8 lists the mean number of BGs for DARC and relaxed
cluster from photometric data, (Cols. 2 and 3), and the respective
diﬀerence and ratio between NBG in DARC and relaxed clusters
(Cols. 4 and 5). These values confirm that the strong diﬀerence
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Table 8. BGs in photometric samples weighted with spectroscopic samples.

R < R200
R < 0.5R200
R > 0.5R200

From photometric survey
NBG,DARC NBG,rel
Diﬀ.
65
45 20 ± 10
13
16
3±6
52
29
23 ± 9

Ratio
1.4
0.8
1.8

From spectroscopic survey
Nmem /Nz (DARC)a
Nmem /Nz (rel)a
10/41(8/41)
8/25(6/25)
4/13(4/13)
4/8(4/8)
6/28(4/28)
4/17(2/17)

Photo+spec
WRatioa
1.1(0.9)
0.5(0.5)
1.6(2.2)

Notes. (a) Where member galaxies are those with δz = 0.01 (δz = 0.007).

between DARC and relaxed clusters are due to the outer cluster
region, while nothing can be said about the inner region because
of the poor number statistics. Note that here we did not normalize with the respective cluster richness as in the above section:
the net eﬀect would have slightly reduced the observed diﬀerence between DARC and relaxed clusters. Therefore, the results
of this section should be looked at as being very conservative.
We used the spectroscopic information to weight the above
ratios. We considered as galaxy members those galaxies with
a diﬀerence of δz = 0.01 (δz = 0.007) from the cluster redshift, i.e. δcz ∼ 3000 km s−1 (∼2000 km s−1 ) from the mean
cluster velocity. Table 8 lists the number of cluster BGs over
the number of all BGs with redshift, Nmem /Nz , for DARC and
relaxed cluster (Cols. 6 and 7), and the values of the ratios
DARC/relaxed now weighted with the respective Nmem /Nz , i.e.
WRatio(DARC/rel) = Ratio(DARC/rel)*[Nmem /Nz (DARC)] ×
[Nmem /Nz (rel)]−1 (Col. 8). When comparing the values of
“WRatio” with those of above “Ratio” we confirm that DARC
clusters are richer in BGs than relaxed cluster within 0.5R200 .

6. BG luminosity
We investigated whether the contribution in luminosity of BGs
is diﬀerent in DARC and relaxed clusters. We computed the
“global” luminosity for Mr < −20 using the counts of Sect. 4,
i.e.
Lglobal =

N


Ni (m)li (m),

(4)

i

where the sum is performed over all N magnitude bins with
galaxy number Ni (m) and mean luminosity li (m). The transformation from absolute magnitudes to absolute luminosity in units
of solar luminosities is performed using the solar magnitude
Mr = 4.62. The luminosity associated to BGs, LBG , is computed in the same way out to Mr < −22.5. Table 9 lists the luminosities for each cluster. Values within parenthesis are errors
estimated at 1σ c.l.
Note that LBG represents a non-negligible fraction of the
global luminosity for Mr < −20 and the ten clusters span a wide
range of luminosities. We observe two dramatic cases, these are
A1240 in the DARC cluster sample and A383 in the relaxed
sample, where the luminosity fraction associated to the BGs,
fL,BG , is about 67% and 96% of the total luminosity, respectively. Considering the whole samples, we find that the mean
luminosity fractions of BGs are fL,BG,DARC = 0.35 ± 0.19 and
fL,BG,rel = 0.39 ± 0.33 for DARC and relaxed clusters. If we
exclude the two extreme cases of A1240 and A383, we find
fL,BG,DARC = 0.27 ± 0.09 and fL,BG,rel = 0.25 ± 0.13. From
these values, we conclude that DARC and relaxed clusters do
not significantly diﬀer for the luminosity content associated to
their BGs.

Table 9. Luminosity content of BGs.
Name
A697
A773
A959
A1240
A2219
A383
A963
A1835
A2261
ZwCl3146

Lglobal
(1012 L )
4.38(0.24)
10.71(2.33)
7.20(2.11)
16.14(4.74)
12.08(2.96)
3.03(0.63)
6.29(0.67)
16.95(2.74)
12.31(2.52)
6.95(3.52)

LBG
(1012 L )
0.68(0.04)
3.43(0.75)
2.53(0.74)
10.78(3.17)
3.32(0.81)
2.90(0.60)
0.78(0.08)
7.04(1.14)
2.55(0.53)
1.74(0.09)

7. Discussion and conclusions
We compared five unrelaxed clusters (DARC sample) with relaxed clusters. As far as possible, we contolled potential biases.
The relaxed clusters are similar to unrelaxed clusters for their
redshift range, X-ray temperature, and mass (see Tables 1 and 2).
Moreover, we always worked within physical rather than fixed
radii.
We found that very unrelaxed clusters are comparable to relaxed ones for the statistical properties, i.e. the parameters of the
LF and the relative behaviour between red and blue galaxies. In
particular, we agree with a series of previous results.
We compared M ∗ and α parameters of the composite
Schechter luminosity functions with results obtained by Popesso
et al. (2006). Transforming their M ∗ estimates (see their Tables 1
and 2) to our cosmology, applying the factor 5 log(h70 ), we obtained values that perfectly agree.
In addition, in agreement with Popesso et al. (2006, their
Fig. 10) and de Filippis et al. (2011, their Fig. 11), the LF profile does not depend on the considered cluster region within
Mr < −19.
We also found evidence of the variation of the blue fraction of galaxies with redshift. It is very remarkable that we can
detect the eﬀect even in a so limited redshift range. In particular, note that extrapolating our fB (z) relation to z = 0.35, we
obtain a fB (z = 0.35) = 0.34 ± 0.05. This estimate agrees
well with those obtained by Andreon et al. (2006). They found
fB (z = 0.35) = 0.33 ± 0.05 with clusters located in a redshift range 0.3 − 0.4. When extrapolating to z = 0.5, we obtain
fB (z = 0.5) ∼ 0.5. This finding agrees very well with cosmological galaxy formation models for clusters with similar mass (see
Menci et al. 2008, their Fig. 3).
We found for the first time that relaxed clusters contain fewer
BGs and these BGs are more concentrated in cluster inner regions. In contrast, unrelaxed clusters present more BGs that are
more homogeneously distributed within the whole cluster. The
BG richness of DARC clusters is the robust and significant result of Sect. 5.
A90, page 9 of 10
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Our result does not contradict that of de Propris et al. (2003),
who found a similar LF between substructured and non substructured clusters because: i) their study is devoted to LF parameters,
for which we find no diﬀerence; ii) our sample of DARC clusters
are likely to be much farther away from dynamical equilibrium
than their sample of substructured clusters. Indeed, DARC clusters are found to be cases of major, very important mergers, in
agreement with the rarity of the diﬀuse radio source phenomena (∼10% of clusters, Giovannini & Feretti 2002). Moreover,
DARC clusters should all be recent mergers since radio emissions are expected to have a short life time, i.e. of the order of a
few 108 years (e.g., Giovannini & Feretti 2002; Skillman et al.
2010), in agreement with times estimated for a few individual
clusters (e.g., Markevitch et al. 2002; Girardi et al. 2008).
We also found for the first time that the luminosity content in
BGs is the same in DARC and relaxed clusters. The consequent
scenario is that the (more numerous) BGs lying in the outer regions of merging clusters will merge to form (more luminous)
BGs in the inner regions of relaxed clusters. This combined formation/evolution of BGs and the parent clusters agree well with
the results of Lin & Mohr (2004), who analyzed the correlation
between BCG luminosity and parent cluster mass, supporting a
recent formation of the brightest galaxies in the context of the
hierarchical scenario.
We plan to extend our study to a larger sample of DARC
clusters by examining their dynamics to compute more reliable
mass estimates. Another possible extension of this work is to
look at deeper magnitudes and to investigate possible eﬀects on
the faint end of the galaxy LF connected with the cluster evolution.
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